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ABSTRACT
Extreme helium stars (EHe stars) are hydrogen-deficient supergiants of spectral type A and
B. They are believed to result from mergers in double degenerate systems. In this paper,
we present a detailed quantitative non-LTE spectral analysis for BD+10◦2179, a prototype
of this rare class of stars, using UV-Visual Echelle Spectrograph and Fiber-fed Extended
Range Optical Spectrograph spectra covering the range from ∼3100 to 10 000 Å. Atmosphere
model computations were improved in two ways. First, since the UV metal line blanketing
has a strong impact on the temperature-density stratification, we used the ATLAS12 code.
Additionally, We tested ATLAS12 against the benchmark code STERNE3, and found only small
differences in the temperature and density stratifications, and good agreement with the spectral
energy distributions. Secondly, 12 chemical species were treated in non-LTE. Pronounced non-
LTE effects occur in individual spectral lines but, for the majority, the effects are moderate
to small. The spectroscopic parameters give Teff =17 300±300 K and log g = 2.80±0.10,
and an evolutionary mass of 0.55±0.05 M. The star is thus slightly hotter, more compact
and less massive than found in previous studies. The kinematic properties imply a thick-
disc membership, which is consistent with the metallicity [Fe/H] ≈ −1 and α-enhancement.
The refined light-element abundances are consistent with the white dwarf merger scenario.
We further discuss the observed helium spectrum in an appendix, detecting dipole-allowed
transitions from about 150 multiplets plus the most comprehensive set of known/predicted
isolated forbidden components to date. Moreover, a so far unreported series of pronounced
forbidden He I components is detected in the optical-UV.
Key words: line: formation – stars:abundances – stars: atmospheres – stars: fundamental
parameters – stars: individual: BD+10◦2179.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Extreme helium stars (EHe stars) are a rare class of hydrogen-
deficient supergiant of spectral types A and B. The atmospheres
are strongly enriched in helium, carbon, nitrogen and neon. Helium
is the most abundant element, carbon is often the second most
abundant, while hydrogen is highly depleted by a factor of 100 or
more. Only 18 bona fide EHe stars are known today,1 which means
 E-mail: tkupfer@caltech.edu
1 Jeffery et al. (1996), table 2 lists 23 stars, including two hot RCrB stars,
two N-rich C-poor stars and two He-rich low-gravity sdO stars. Only one
new EHe star has been detected since the late 1970’s recently (Jeffery 2017).
that they have to be produced by an unusual process or they represent
a very short-lived stage of evolution, or both (Jeffery 2008a). No
known EHe star shows evidence of any binary companion (Jeffery,
Drilling & Heber 1987), widespread radial velocity variations result
from small-amplitude pulsations (Jeffery 2008a).
The chemical composition indicates highly processed material
produced by hydrogen and helium burning. The origin and evolution
of these stars remained a puzzle over the decades. Two different
evolution models emerged. The double degenerate model (DD) calls
for a white dwarf merger in a close binary system (Webbink 1984;
Iben & Tutukov 1984). The other, the final flash model (FF), evokes
a late or very late thermal flash in a post-asymptotic giant branch
(post-AGB) star which forces the star to expand and start the post-
AGB sequence again (e.g. Scho¨nberner 1977; Iben et al. 1983).
C© 2017 The Authors
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Webbink (1984) and Iben & Tutukov (1984) introduced the DD
model involving the merger of a carbon/oxygen and a helium white
dwarf due to the decay of their orbit. The initial system consists
of a binary system of two main-sequence stars. The more massive
star in the binary system evolves first to become a red giant and
fill its Roche lobe. Unstable mass transfer will lead to a common
envelope (CE) phase. Friction, loss of orbital energy and therefore
a decay of the binary orbit forces the ejection of the CE. After
that, the less massive star will evolve to become a red giant and
another CE will be formed which leads to a further shrinkage of
the orbit. Left over is a short period binary system consisting of a
carbon/oxygen and a helium white dwarf. Because of gravitational
wave radiation the orbit of the binary system decays until the helium
white dwarf fills its Roche lobe. Due to tidal forces the helium white
dwarf will be disrupted. A debris disc around the CO white dwarf
is created. When a sufficient amount of helium has been accreted,
the helium ignites and forces the star to expand and become a
yellow supergiant. The star will probably appear as an R Coronae
Borealis star. Due to contraction the star will evolve to become an
EHe star and ends up as a massive carbon/oxygen white dwarf.
A detailed model was developed by Saio & Jeffery (2002) and
Jeffery, Karakas & Saio (2011) from which the surface abundances
of the resulting EHe star were predicted. The absence of close
companions, observed abundances and number densities prefers
the merger of a carbon/oxygen and a helium white dwarf as the
origin of the observed EHe stars.
The FF model corresponds to a late or very late thermal pulse
when the star is already on the post-AGB sequence. Helium burning
in an AGB star is unstable and results in so-called thermal pulses.
If the pulse happens when the star is already on the post-AGB se-
quence the remaining envelope mass is small enough (10−4 M)
that the pulse has a significant impact on the outer layers and forces
the star to become a cool supergiant (Bloecker 2001). A convection
zone mixes the processed material to the surface. The models predict
a remaining hydrogen abundance of about 2 per cent. The enrich-
ment of carbon, oxygen and helium depends strongly on the position
where the late thermal pulse takes place, how effectively the con-
vective zone brings processed material to the surface and whether
overshooting does or does not occur (Bloecker 2001). When the star
reaches the supergiant phase again a stable helium burning shell is
established and the star starts the post-AGB evolution once more.
The FF model predicts much higher oxygen and carbon abundances
than observed in EHe stars (Herwig et al. 1999).
The best-studied EHe star is BD+10◦2179 (DN Leo, HIP 52123)
which was identified as an extreme helium star by Klemola (1961).
The first abundance analysis was carried out by Hill (1965), and the
first fine analysis by Hunger & Klinglesmith (1969). The latter found
the atmosphere to be dominated by carbon (55 per cent by mass) and
helium (45 per cent by mass), with hydrogen being only a trace ele-
ment (0.01 per cent). Heber (1983) re-analysed BD+10◦2179 from
photographic optical spectra and high-resolution UV spectra and
found that the carbon abundance is closer to 1 per cent by num-
ber whereas the helium abundance is much higher at 98.9 per cent
by number, with effective temperature Teff = 16 800 ± 600 K
and surface gravity log g = 2.55 ± 0.2. The abundances of Ti,
Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni were found to be about one-tenth solar,
only, indicating that BD+10◦2179 belongs to an old stellar popula-
tion. A contemporary analysis of the flux distribution alone yielded
Teff = 17 700 ± 600 K (Drilling et al. 1984). The most recent
analysis of BD+10◦2179 in which the spectrum was calculated en-
tirely under the approximation of local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE) was by Pandey et al. (2006). They found Teff = 16 900 K
and log g = 2.55±0.2 from the UV spectra but Teff = 16 400 K and
log g = 2.35 ±0.2 from the optical. Their helium and carbon abun-
dances are similar to those of Heber (1983), but some of the other
elements are highly discrepant, up to 0.82 dex for Mg. Jeffery &
Hamann (2010) employed hydrodynamical non-LTE model atmo-
spheres in spherical geometry as computed with the POWR code to
investigate mass-loss in EHe stars. For BD+10◦2179 they adopted
Teff = 18 500 K – a significantly higher value than found in all other
studies – and log g = 2.6. Pandey & Lambert (2011) carried out
a hydrostatic non-LTE analysis of BD+10◦2179 using the model
atmosphere program TLUSTY including H, He, C, N, O and Ne in
non-LTE. They found Teff = 16 375 ± 250 K and log g = 2.45 ± 0.2,
which is similar to former LTE analyses.
The aim of this work is to carry out a quantitative spectral analysis
for BD+10◦2179 using a high-resolution spectrum and comprehen-
sive non-LTE techniques. The observations and data reduction are
described in Section 2. Before the spectroscopic analysis was car-
ried out using ATLAS12 models a detailed comparison against the
benchmark code STERNE3 was mandatory since ATLAS12 has never
before been applied to such unusual conditions. Section 3 describes
the model atmospheres. Section 4 shows the results of the com-
parison of STERNE3 and ATLAS12. The quantitative spectral analysis
is described in Section 5, while the fundamental stellar parameters
and the kinematic properties are discussed in Section 6. Finally, the
results are discussed in the context of previous analyses (Section 7)
and conclusions are drawn in Section 8. Details on the observed
helium spectrum are collected in an appendix.
2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N
The spectra of BD+10◦2179 used for this work were ob-
served on 2006 April 12 with Fiber-fed Extended Range Opti-
cal Spectrograph (FEROS; Kaufer et al. 1999) on the Max Planck
Gesellschaft/European Southern Observatory (MPG/ESO) 2.2-m
telescope in La Silla, Chile, and on 2006 May 16 with UV-Visual
Echelle Spectrograph (UVES; Dekker et al. 2000) on the ESO Very
Large Telescope (VLT) at Paranal, Chile. The resolving power
R = λ/λ provided by FEROS is 48 000, covering a useful wave-
length range from 3800 up to 9200 Å. The UVES observations em-
ployed the dichroic mode #2 to cover the optical-UV region in a
useful range ∼3200–3850 Å in the blue and ∼6650–8540 Å and
∼8650–10 240 Å in the red simultaneously. A measured R ≈ 37 500
was achieved with a 1 arcsec slit. Good atmospheric conditions (0.8
arcsec seeing) and an exposure time of 2820 s yielded a signal-to-
noise ratio S/N ≈ 300 pixel−1 near 5000 Å of the FEROS data. A
S/N ≈ 200 was achieved in the 1000 s exposure with UVES at 8700 Å
(0.9 arcsec seeing). Note that we largely discarded the optical-UV
and IzY-band spectra for the present quantitative analysis, as the
spectral region is dominated by the high-series members of the He I
lines originating from the 2p 1, 3Po and 3s 1, 3S, 3p 1, 3Po and 3d 1, 3D
levels, respectively, which we cannot model because of the lack of
appropriate line-broadening data.
Data reduction was accomplished using ESO-MIDAS pipelines and
our own recipes. It covered the usual steps of bad pixel and cosmic
correction, bias and dark current subtraction, removal of scattered
light, optimal order extraction, flat-fielding, wavelength calibration
using Th-Ar exposures and merging of the e´chelle orders. Finally,
large-scale variations of the spectral response functions were re-
moved by using the featureless spectrum of the DC white dwarf
WD1917-07 as continuum tracer (for the UVES data; for details
of the method see Koester et al. 2001), and the (well-modelled)
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subdwarf B star HD188112 in the case of the FEROS spectrum, yield-
ing a well-normalized spectrum of BD+10◦2179.
Overall, our observational data are comparable in quality to
the optical spectra employed by Pandey et al. (2006) and Pandey
& Lambert (2011) for the analysis of BD+10◦2179, but having
a much wider wavelength coverage. The slightly lower spectral
resolution of our data has no consequences for the quantitative
analysis, as the instrumental width is negligible compared to rota-
tional/macroturbulent broadening in this star.
For additional He I line identifications blueward of our spectra,
Hubble Space Telescope Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
(HST STIS) spectra were extracted from the Mikulski Archive for
Space Telescopes (MAST) archive,2 a high-resolution spectrum ob-
tained with the E230M grating (R ≈ 30 000) with wavelength cov-
erage ∼1840–2674 Å (data set O6MB01020, as STARCAT high-
level science product; Ayres 2010) and a low-resolution spectrum
obtained with the G230LB grating (R ≈ 700) with wavelength cov-
erage ∼1670–3074 Å (data set O66V14010). The latter data were
originally discussed by Jeffery & Hamann (2010).
Finally, in order to assess the spectral energy distribution (SED)
of BD+10◦2179 we have extracted flux-calibrated spectra ob-
tained with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE: exposures
SWP04825 and LWR04168) from the MAST archive. These low-
dispersion/large-aperture data were first described by Heber (1983).
Wide-band photometry in the Johnson UBV passbands was adopted
from Mermilliod (1997) and in the 2MASS JHK passbands from
Cutri et al. (2003). The magnitudes were converted to fluxes using
the zero-points described by Heber et al. (2002).
3 MO D E L AT M O S P H E R E S A N D S P E C T RU M
SY NTHESIS
The unusual chemical composition of EHe stars requires care in the
computation of appropriate stellar model atmospheres. To date, the
majority of modern abundance analyses of EHes (for a review see
Jeffery 2008a) have been carried out using the line-blanketed model
atmosphere code STERNE, together with the line-formation code
SPECTRUM, see Jeffery, Woolf & Pollacco (2001) for an overview.
Classical assumptions are made, i.e. a chemically homogeneous
stratification in plane-parallel geometry and hydrostatic and radia-
tive equilibrium is considered, with the thermodynamic state of the
plasma described by LTE. Line opacities are accounted for using
an opacity distribution function (ODF) computed for a hydrogen-
deficient mixture by Mo¨ller (1990) from the Kurucz & Peytremann
(1975) line list. In a more recent version of the code, STERNE3 (Behara
& Jeffery 2006), improved continuous opacities were introduced,3
as well as an opacity-sampling (OS) procedure to deal with the line
opacities, accounting for atomic transitions from Kurucz & Bell
(1995). This resulted in significantly modified temperature struc-
tures of hydrogen-deficient OS models in comparison to the older
ODF models. Models computed with STERNE3 are one basis for the
investigations here.
A second, widely distributed, code for the computation of classi-
cal line-blanketed LTE model atmospheres for chemically peculiar
stars is ATLAS12 (Kurucz 1993, 1996). ATLAS12 employs the full set
of Kurucz line lists, both the observed set of Kurucz & Bell (1995)
2 http://archive.stsci.edu/
3 Data up to the triply ionized state for all elements (and for C I–VI) treated
by the Opacity Project were implemented. An exception is iron, where data
from the IRON Project were considered for Fe I–III.
Table 1. Model atoms for non-LTE calculations.
Ion Levels Transitions Reference
H 20 190 [1]
He I 29+6 162 [2]
C I/II/III 80/68/70 669/425/373 [3]
N I/II 89/77 668/462 [4]
O I/II 51/52 243/134 [5]
Ne I 153 952 [6]
Mg II 37 236 [7]
Al II/III 54+6/46+1 378/272 [8]
Si II/III 52+3/68+4 357/572 [9]
S II 78 302 [10]
Ar II 56 596 [11]
Fe II/III 265/60+46 2887/2446 [12]
References: [1] Przybilla & Butler (2004); [2] Przybilla (2005); [3] Przy-
billa, Butler & Kudritzki (2001b), Nieva & Przybilla (2006, 2008); [4] Przy-
billa & Butler (2001); [5] Przybilla et al. (2000), Becker & Butler (1988),
updateda; [6] Morel & Butler (2008), updateda; [7] Przybilla et al. (2001a);
[8] Przybilla (in preparation); [9] Przybilla & Butler (in preparation); [10]
Vrancken, Butler & Becker (1996), updateda; [11] Butler (in preparation);
[12] Becker (1998), Morel et al. (2006), correctedb.
aSee Section 3 and Table 2 for details; bsee Section 3.
as well as predicted lines, but some less state-of-the-art sources of
continuous opacities. We use the code with He I photoionization
cross-sections updated as described by Przybilla et al. (2005) as the
second basis for our investigation. A comparison of STERNE3 and
ATLAS12 atmospheres will be made in Section 4.
In addition to the model atmospheres, which are held fixed in
the following steps, non-LTE line-formation computations are per-
formed with the package DETAIL and SURFACE (Giddings 1981; Butler
& Giddings 1985). The former solves the coupled statistical and ra-
diative transfer equations, providing non-LTE level populations,
which are used by the latter to calculate the emergent flux from the
formal solution, considering detailed line-broadening theories. The
codes have undergone substantial extension and improvements over
the years. Most important in our context are (i) the implementation
of OS in analogy to Kurucz’ method in order to facilitate a real-
istic treatment of line blocking also for chemically peculiar stars,
and (ii) the inclusion of an Accelerated Lambda Iteration scheme
(Rybicki & Hummer 1991), which allows elaborate non-LTE model
atoms to be used while keeping computational expenses moderate.
Line formation calculations in LTE are performed with SURFACE if
non-LTE populations are not provided, with all other input data
(background opacities, oscillator strengths, broadening data, etc.)
being identical.
An overview of the non-LTE model atoms employed in this work
is given in Table 1, which summarizes the number of explicit non-
LTE levels in the different ionization stages, the number of radiative
bound–bound transitions and the reference to the model atom. Typ-
ically, the levels are terms and the transition multiplet transitions.
In some cases, additional ‘superlevels’ were considered (indicated
by the ‘+’ sign), which were packed over many levels. Additional
ionization stages were also considered, typically consisting either
of the ground state of the next higher ionization stage only, or of
simple models of low complexity. In the case of Ne I, the levels
are fine-structure components. Several of the model atoms have
been updated recently, mostly by consideration of improved oscil-
lator strengths and collisional data. A major source of oscillator
strengths are Froese Fischer & Tachiev (2004) and Froese Fischer,
Tachiev & Irimia (2006), based on extensive computations using the
multiconfiguration Hartree–Fock method that included relativistic
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effects through a Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian, which improve over ear-
lier Opacity Project and IRON project data both in accuracy and
precision. Sources of the data used in the quantitative analysis are
summarized in Table A3. Note that the original input data for line-
formation computations of Fe III were corrected according to Nieva
& Przybilla (2012).
Both the hybrid non-LTE approach as well as the model atoms
were thoroughly tested and successfully applied in environments
similar to those encountered in supergiant B-type extreme helium
stars: massive BA-type supergiants (which in particular have sim-
ilar luminosity-to-mass ratios to supergiant EHes; Przybilla et al.
2006) and He-strong B-stars (Przybilla et al. 2016). In these cases,
significantly better modelling of the observed spectra was achieved
than was possible with LTE techniques. We expect non-LTE effects
to be significant here as well. However, in contrast to these previ-
ous cases, hydrogen is almost completely absent here and therefore
does not contribute significantly to the continuous opacity. Helium
also provides little opacity between the ultraviolet region long-ward
of the He I ionization threshold. Instead, the metals take over the
role of main opacity sources, with carbon being the most impor-
tant. Consequently, the trace species approach – assuming that the
individual metals can be treated separately, because they do not
affect the atmospheric structure – does not hold here any longer.
We therefore solved the rate equations and radiative transfer for
most of the chemical species simultaneously in order to account
for mutual interactions. In order to keep the resulting equation
systems and run times manageable, three combinations of model
atoms were realized: HHeCNOMgAlSiSAr, HHeCNONeMgSi and
HHeCNOMgSiFe. This was driven by the high complexity of the
current model atoms for neon and iron, and facilitated by the trace-
species character of Al, S and Ar because of their lower abundances.
An a posteriori check of the departure coefficients of the energet-
ically low-lying states of the main ionization stages of the abundant
metals shows that these are close to LTE at depths relevant for
continuum formation, i.e. the continuous opacities are not driving
the atmospheric structure significantly out of LTE. Concerning the
line opacities, non-LTE effects strengthen some and weaken other
transitions. Overall, the LTE OS used for the atmospheric structure
calculations should therefore give a statistically meaningful average
opacity. In consequence, we expect our hybrid non-LTE approach to
provide a realistic approximation to full non-LTE model atmosphere
calculations, which, however, are beyond the scope of present ca-
pabilities if model atoms as complex as ours should be used. On
the other hand, exactly this complexity is required to reproduce the
minute details of the observed spectrum.
A comment has also to be made on line broadening. In a largely
ionized plasma like the atmosphere of BD+10◦2179 line broaden-
ing occurs through the Stark and Doppler effect. Contributors to the
Stark effect are electrons and protons in stars of normal composi-
tion. Few protons are present in this case, replaced by single-ionized
helium and ionized carbon. It may therefore seem at first glance that
the standard treatment based on tabulations of broadening coeffi-
cients due to electrons and protons are inapplicable. However, one
has to recall that (i) collisions with protons provide only a minor
contribution to the dominating broadening by electron collisions,
and (ii) the mass ratio between electrons on the one hand and helium
or carbon particles on the other hand is larger for protons, result-
ing in heavy particle velocities lowered by a factor 2 to ∼3.5. The
contribution of heavy particles to the line broadening is therefore
neglected in this case.
A powerful fitting routine was used for a semi-automatic com-
parison of the observed and theoretical spectra in order to derive
atmospheric parameters and elemental abundances. SPAS4 provides
the means to interpolate between model grid points for up to three
parameters simultaneously and allows instrumental and rotational
broadening functions to be applied to the resulting theoretical pro-
files. The program uses the downhill simplex algorithm (Nelder
& Mead 1965) to minimize χ2 in order to find a good fit to the
observed spectrum. The chemically peculiar nature of EHe stars
prohibits the use of large pre-computed grids for the analysis as we
have employed in previous work (Nieva & Przybilla 2012; Irrgang
et al. 2014). Instead, microgrids for a small part of parameter space
were computed, starting around an initial model based on an LTE
analysis of BD+10◦2179, and iteratively refined to bring the various
parameters and abundance indicators into agreement, see Section 5
for a discussion.
4 C O M PA R I S O N B E T W E E N A TLAS12 A N D
S TERNE3
Stars with chemical compositions similar to BD+10◦2179 place
high requirements on programs which model the atmospheric strat-
ification. With lower continuous opacities, the observed spectrum
samples layers at much higher densities than in the usual H-rich
atmospheres. Therefore, these stars are good testbeds for a compari-
son between different model atmosphere codes. Before we describe
the spectral analysis of BD+10◦2179 a comparison between the
model structures obtained with ATLAS12 and STERNE3 and including
a non-LTE formal solution with DETAIL was done for a chemical
composition typical of that found in EHe stars. Behara & Jeffery
(2006) compared STERNE3 and ATLAS9 for solar composition and
found good agreement between both codes. Note that because of
different normalizations for the abundances a small error in abun-
dance notations could not be avoided.5
We compare the model atmosphere structures obtained with AT-
LAS12 and STERNE3 by examining the temperature and electron den-
sity stratification as a function of mass. Fig. 1 shows the electron
density stratification. Both codes match each other well. Small dis-
crepancies can be seen in the temperature stratification (Fig. 2)
especially in the region where line formation takes place, amount-
ing to 2–3 per cent at maximum. The reason is likely due to the
different opacities employed and other details in the model assump-
tions. From our previous experiences of normal B-type stars (Nieva
& Przybilla 2007; Przybilla, Nieva & Butler 2011) one could ex-
pect that non-LTE effects on the atmospheric structure appear sim-
ilarly small. Indeed, Pandey & Lambert (2011) find for the case
of BD+10◦2179 that the introduction of fully consistent non-LTE
modelling (model atmosphere plus line analysis) has small effects
on the atmospheric parameter determination as well as minor effects
on many of the derived abundances when compared to a full LTE
approach.
The structure from the ATLAS12 and STERNE3 models are the input
for the non-LTE calculation which was done using the code DE-
TAIL. The comparison of the non-LTE flux distribution based on the
STERNE3 and ATLAS12 structures overall matches (Fig. 3). A closer
inspection shows that the STERNE3-based flux is in some regions
4 Spectrum Plotting and Analysing Suite (SPAS; Hirsch 2009).
5 STERNE3 uses particle fractions normalized over all elements whereas AT-
LAS12 normalizes over hydrogen and helium with respect to nHe + nH = 1,
where nHe is the particle fraction of helium and nH is the particle fraction
for hydrogen. For the chosen abundances the error should be in the range of
about 1–2 per cent.
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Figure 1. Run of the electron density as a function of mass scale for a
helium-rich model with Teff = 16 800 K and log g = 2.80 as computed with
STERNE3 (dotted) and ATLAS12 (solid).
Figure 2. Temperature stratification for STERNE3 (dotted) and ATLAS12
(solid) using a helium-rich atmosphere.
Figure 3. Non-LTE flux distribution from the extreme-UV to the near-IR
as based on STERNE3 (black) and ATLAS12 atmospheres (grey).
Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3, concentrating only on the extreme-UV in linear
scale to better visualize the differences between the models.
Figure 5. Same as Fig. 3, concentrating only on the UV/optical in linear
scale to better visualize the differences between the models.
only slightly higher than the ATLAS12-based flux (Fig. 4), while it
is systematically higher in other regions (Fig. 5). The latter differ-
ences are explained by the higher local temperatures of the STERNE3
model at the depths where the UV/optical continuum is formed
(see Fig. 2). The differences between the DETAIL non-LTE fluxes
on the one hand and the ATLAS12 and STERNE3 LTE fluxes on the
other hand are larger.6 The reasons for these are the non-LTE de-
partures of the C I–III levels that determine the continuous opacity
and the resolved resonance structure of the photoionization cross-
sections that is accounted for in the DETAIL computations but not in
the ATLAS12 calculations. These lead to the jagged appearance of the
extreme-UV flux, while the ATLAS12 LTE flux based on parametrized
photoionization cross-sections is much smoother (broad resonance
structures are accounted for in the STERNE3 LTE computations). We
want to note that far-/extreme-UV spectroscopy of BD+10◦2179
would offer a unique opportunity to investigate resonance structures
in the photoionization cross-sections of carbon, which dominates
the continuous opacity at these wavelengths.
For a comparison of the line profiles, SURFACE was employed to
compute synthetic spectra based on the STERNE3 and ATLAS12 model
6 In consequence, differences in the total emergent flux occur, e.g. by
∼1 per cent between the ATLAS12 and ATLAS12 + DETAIL models, but this
is only a minor factor for the error budget, i.e. the hybrid approach is con-
firmed to be applicable.
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Figure 6. Computed line profiles with strong non-LTE effects using ATLAS12/SURFACE (black) and STERNE/SURFACE (grey) for a helium-rich model with
Teff = 16 800 K and log g = 2.80 in LTE (dashed) and non-LTE (solid line). The lower panel shows the residuals between the non-LTE line profiles.
atmospheres. Including/excluding the DETAIL calculation leads to
non-LTE/LTE line profiles for otherwise exactly the same input
data. We focused on two issues. First, how large are the non-LTE
effects, and secondly, how well matched are the line profiles when
using either ATLAS12 or STERNE3 models.
BD+10◦2179 is a blue supergiant and our calculations show that
non-LTE effects can be quite strong, at least for some spectral lines
(Fig. 6). In non-LTE H α appears to be twice as strong as in LTE.
Not only are hydrogen and helium lines affected, lines of heavier
elements are also susceptible to non-LTE effects. The strong C II
doublet close to H α is one example for a significant change in the
line profile. Another interesting line is Mg II at 4481 Å (Fig. 6). Note
that these are examples with strong non-LTE effects and that this is
not the case for every line. Many features show only moderate to
small non-LTE effects. Spectral lines experience both, a non-LTE
increase of equivalent width (the majority of cases), as shown in
Fig. 6, as well as a reduction of equivalent width in a few cases.
Overall, the non-LTE effects become more pronounced towards
the red. A comprehensive comparison between LTE and non-LTE
profiles for the analysed spectral lines will be made in the next
section.
The differences between non-LTE line profiles using STERNE3
or ATLAS12 are very small (lower panels of Fig. 6). Hence, the
small discrepancies in the temperature stratification and the flux
distribution have a small impact on the line profiles which means
that the results from a quantitative spectroscopic analysis should
not show significant differences using ATLAS12 instead of STERNE3
models. In the following section, the quantitative non-LTE analysis
of BD+10◦2179 using ATLAS12 models is described in full.
5 SP E C T R A L A NA LY S I S O F B D+1 0 ◦2 1 7 9
The helium-rich composition of BD+10◦2179 changes the line-to-
continuum opacity ratio and together with the high abundances of
some key elements (see below) leads to a very rich line spectrum
compared to a supergiant of similar stellar parameters with a normal
(hydrogen-rich) composition. A large number of indicators is there-
fore available for the atmospheric parameter determination of the
star. The hydrogen Balmer lines H α to H δ were used to constrain
the hydrogen abundance, all major helium lines in the optical spec-
trum and the ionization equilibria of C I/II/III, N I/II, O I/II, Al II/III,
Si II/III and Fe II/III (requiring that the same elemental abundance
is derived from each ion within the uncertainties) were employed
simultaneously to determine the effective temperature and surface
gravity in an iterative way. At all stages, line-profile fits to the ob-
servation were used, with each spectral line given the same weight.
A good match of all indicators was found for Teff = 17 300 ± 300 K
and log g = 2.80 ± 0.10. Fig. 7 visualizes the process to establish
ionization balance. The different lines from the individual ionization
stages react differently to modifications of Teff, in this case to varia-
tions of ±300 K. Similar reactions were found with respect to log g-
changes. Other parameters like the microturbulent velocity ξ , the
(projected) rotational velocity vrot sin i and the (radial-tangential)
macroturbulent velocity ζ (e.g. Gray 2005, p. 433 ff.) also had to
be constrained within the iterative procedure. Standard techniques
were used for these, such as requiring elemental abundances to be
independent of the strengths of the lines and minimizing residu-
als from the comparison of synthetic with observed line profiles
for varying vrot sin i and ζ (Firnstein & Przybilla 2012). Finally,
abundances for all remaining elements were derived, again using
line-profile fits. In total, we derived non-LTE abundances for 12
elements, so far, the most comprehensive non-LTE study of an EHe
star. This covers almost all chemical species that show lines in the
optical spectrum except for calcium and phosphorus.
The atmospheric parameters and average abundances for the mea-
sured ions, plus values for the total elemental abundance, are sum-
marized in Table 2, where results from this work are also com-
pared with data from the literature (Heber 1983; Pandey et al. 2006;
Jeffery & Hamann 2010; Pandey & Lambert 2011), and with so-
lar abundances (Asplund et al. 2009, on the usual abundance scale).
The uncertainties stated are 1σ standard deviations that, with values
of typically 0.04 to 0.10 dex, are comparable to those obtained for
other object classes using the same analysis techniques. Systematic
uncertainties of the abundance values due to uncertainties in the
atmospheric parameters, continuum normalization and atomic data
(oscillator strengths, photoionization and collisional cross-sections)
can be expected to be of the same order of magnitude, based on
our experiences for related objects (see e.g. Przybilla et al. 2000,
2001a,b; Przybilla & Butler 2001). Note that the standard error of
the mean abundance – often stated in the context of abundance
analyses – would be much lower in many cases, as typically many
lines are analysed per ion. Results from the line-by-line analysis are
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Figure 7. A selection of line profile fits for strategic ions shown to visualize our procedure to establish ionization balance. Many additional lines of C II, N II
and O II were included but are not shown here. Additional lines of C I and N I were also used. The dotted/dashed lines are computed line profiles for Teff
adjusted by +/−300 K with regard to our atmospheric parameter solution.
summarized in Table A1 which is available in the electronic version
of the article. There, the transitions are listed by ascending wave-
length λ per ion. Excitation energies χ of the lower level of the
transition are given, as well as the oscillator strength log gf, an ac-
curacy indicator for the log gf-value and the source of the oscillator
strength is identified. The final entry is the non-LTE line abundance
 normalized to log
∑
μX(X) = 12.15, where μX is the atomic
weight of element X. Note that apparently empty entries have been
computed as blends, such that only one abundance value is de-
rived from multiple components (only blends with lines from the
same ion were considered in this case). Sources of Stark broadening
parameters are also summarized in Table A1.
For comparison with Sun, mass fractions were also calculated,
see Table 3. The chemical composition is dominated by helium and
carbon, by ∼95 per cent and ∼5 per cent in mass fraction, fol-
lowed by nitrogen and neon, both contributing about 0.1 per cent
in mass fraction. All other elements are trace species. Using iron as
a metallicity substitute, BD+10◦2179 is confirmed to be in fact a
metal-poor star of about one-tenth solar metallicity, showing signa-
tures of α-enhancement to a degree characteristic for Population II
stars. An exception is oxygen, which is depleted, probably because
of nuclear processing.
A consequence of the tightly constrained atmospheric parame-
ters and the low scatter of abundance values within the individual
elements is a close match of the resulting synthetic and observed
spectra over wide wavelength ranges. Examples centred around the
hydrogen Balmer and the classical optical He I lines are shown
in Fig. 8. One has to stress that the comparison is based on one
model spectrum based on one set of atmospheric parameters and
elemental abundances. Nevertheless, the quality of the agreement
between model and observation is good to excellent. In particu-
lar, the broadening of the He I lines in the optical is described
well by the data provided by Griem et al. (1962), Griem (1964),
Barnard, Cooper & Shamey (1969), Shamey (1969) and Dimitrije-
vic & Sahal-Brechot (1990).
For comparison, the corresponding LTE line profiles are also
shown in Fig. 8. Non-LTE effects strengthen the hydrogen Balmer
lines, with the effect diminishing towards the higher series mem-
bers. Non-LTE effects on the He I line spectrum are more
complex in BD+10◦2179: while the sharp lines in the opti-
cal blue are virtually unaffected, the diffuse lines are slightly
broader, the red lines are markedly deepened and He I λ3889 Å
becomes shallower.
The broader picture, comprising the metal lines investigated in
such detail for the first time, is shown in Figs A1–A4 which is
available in the electronic version. The C I lines are systematically
weakened in non-LTE (even weak lines), a consequence of the ove-
rionization of this species. Depending on the lower and upper levels
involved in the C II transitions, one may find non-LTE strengthening
or weakening, while some lines are unaffected. The few observed
C III lines are overall strengthened by non-LTE effects. Lines of N I
and O I, and about half of the N II lines are strengthened by non-LTE
effects, while the remainder of the N II and the O II are close to LTE.
The overall largest non-LTE effects are found for Ne I, with the
lines systematically strengthened by large amounts. The majority
of the (weak) lines of the heavier elements are close to LTE, with
the exceptions of several stronger lines, see in particular Figs A4
and A5 in the electronic version. We note that the non-LTE effects
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Table 2. Stellar parameters and elemental abundances of the non-LTE analysis of BD+10◦2179. Abundances  with respect to log∑μX(X) = 12.15,
where μX is the atomic weight of element X.
Stellar parameter This work Pandeya Heberb Pandeyc Jefferyd Sune
Teff (K) 17 300 ± 300 16 375 ± 250 16 800 ± 600 16 400 ± 500 18 500
log (g[cm s−2]) 2.80 ± 0.10 2.45 ± 0.2 2.55 ± 0.2 2.35 ± 0.2 2.6 (fixed)
vrot sin i (km s−1) 20 ± 3 – 20 ± 20 20 ± 2 –
ζ (km s−1) 20 ± 3 – – – –
ξ (km s−1) 3 ± 1 7.5 ± 1 7.5 ± 1.5 6.5 ± 1 –
Element/Ion Abundance
Hydrogen 8.36 ± 0.02 8.35 ± 0.13 8.5 8.3 0 (fixed) 12.00
Helium 11.53 11.54 11.53 11.54 11.54 (fixed) 10.93 ± 0.01
C I 9.67 ± 0.09 9.35 ± 0.03 – 9.3 –
C II 9.78 ± 0.10 9.32 ± 0.14 – 9.3 –
C III 9.72 ± 0.04 9.29 ± 0.00 – 9.4 –
Carbon 9.75 ± 0.10 – 9.54 9.4 9.54 (fixed) 8.43 ± 0.05
N I 7.93 ± 0.06 – – – –
N II 8.04 ± 0.10 8.10 ± 0.14 – 7.9 –
Nitrogen 8.03 ± 0.10 – 8.11 7.9 7.9 (fixed) 7.83 ± 0.05
O I 7.40 ± 0.00 – – – –
O II 7.52 ± 0.04 7.93 ± 0.21 – 7.5 –
Oxygen 7.51 ± 0.05 – 8.1 7.5 – 8.69 ± 0.05
Neon 8.00 ± 0.09 7.87 ± 0.10 – – – 7.93 ± 0.10
Magnesium 6.97 ± 0.05 – 8.02 7.2 – 7.60 ± 0.04
Al II 5.83 ± 0.03 – – – –
Al III 5.84 ± 0.05 – – 5.6 –
Aluminium 5.84 ± 0.04 – 6.25 5.7 – 6.45 ± 0.03
Si II 7.12 ± 0.07 – – 6.5 –
Si III 7.15 ± 0.05 – – 6.8 –
Silicon 7.14 ± 0.06 – 7.32 6.8 5.4 7.51 ± 0.03
Sulphur 6.84 ± 0.05 – 7.12 6.5 – 7.12 ± 0.03
Argon 5.93 ± 0.07 – 6.4 6.1 – 6.40 ± 0.13
Fe II 6.53 ± 0.11 – – 6.2 –
Fe III 6.57 ± 0.09 – – 6.3 –
Iron 6.55 ± 0.10 – 6.49 6.2 6.2 7.50 ± 0.04
Notes. aPandey & Lambert (2011), bHeber (1983), cPandey et al. (2006), dJeffery & Hamann (2010), eAsplund et al. (2009), photospheric values.
Table 3. Mass fractions of the elements in BD+10◦2179.
X Solara This work [X/Fe]
H 73.7· 10−2 1.65· 10−4 − 2.69
He 24.9· 10−2 94.9· 10−2 1.55
C 2.36· 10−3 4.81· 10−2 2.27
N 6.93· 10−4 1.07· 10−3 1.15
O 5.73· 10−3 3.67· 10−4 − 0.23
Ne 1.26· 10−3 1.42· 10−3 1.02
Mg 7.08· 10−4 1.84· 10−4 0.32
Al 5.56· 10−5 1.31· 10−5 0.34
Si 6.65· 10−4 2.73· 10−4 0.58
S 3.09· 10−4 1.57· 10−4 0.67
Ar 7.34· 10−5 2.93· 10−5 0.48
Fe 1.29· 10−3 1.42· 10−4 –
Note. aSolar abundances from table 1 of Asplund et al. (2009).
found here for BD+10◦2179 cannot be generalized to the whole
parameter space spanned by the class of EHe stars.
On the other hand, the observed spectrum contains many lines
not included in the model, a situation different to B-type stars of
normal composition (see e.g. figs 8–11 of Nieva & Przybilla 2012).
Among the metal lines the reason is the large number of C II lines
that appear because of the high-carbon abundance and because of
the unusual line-to-continuum opacity ratio in this star. These are
transitions between high-lying energy levels, which are missing
in the available model atom (Nieva & Przybilla 2006, 2008). An
extension of the model atom is beyond the scope of this work. This
needs to be addressed in a separate study. Another large number
of transitions missing in the spectrum synthesis stems from He I.
Again, missing energy levels in the available model atom (Przybilla
et al. 2005) play a role – lines to upper levels with principal quantum
number n = 20 are observed, whereas the model atom considers
levels up to n = 8 only. The absence of reliable line-broadening
data for these transitions in the literature is also crucial. Examples
in the optical blue can be seen in the first two panels of the second
row of Fig. 8 while the blue wing of He I λ7065 Å is an example
of the deficits in the optical red spectrum. Otherwise, only the
forbidden He I components predicted by Beauchamp & Wesemael
(1998) are missing in the model of the optical spectrum. Their
line-broadening tabulations for the appropriate low densities are
not available to us. A detailed description of the He I spectrum of
BD+10◦2179 outside the classical optical range can be found in the
appendix, which is available in the electronic version. In total dipole-
allowed transitions from almost 150 multiplets are detected within
our spectrum, plus 11 more in the HST STIS range. In addition, 23
forbidden components of He I are identified – many for the first time
(see appendix).
Other observed lines not accounted for by the modelling are a
few narrow interstellar lines like the Na D and Ca H&K lines, and
the telluric absorption spectrum. Narrow features near H α and He I
λλ 7065 and 7281 Å are examples of the latter in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8. Fits to the observed optical hydrogen and helium line spectrum. The panels show the global best-fitting non-LTE model (black line), the corresponding
LTE model (dotted line) and the FEROS spectrum (grey line). Line identifiers are given on top of the spectra. See the text for a discussion.
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Figure 9. SED as a further indicator for Teff. Observations (black line and
open squares) are over plotted by a synthetic spectrum (red) computed with
DETAIL for Teff = 17 300 K and log g = 2.80.
Table 4. Fundamental parameters of
BD+10◦2179.
Quantity Value
θ (10−5 arcsec) 1.62±0.05
log L/M (solar units) 3.55±0.10
M/M 0.55±0.05
R/R 4.9±0.6
log L/L 3.29±0.06
Finally, one can also verify the choice of the correct atmospheric
parameters by comparison of the predicted with the observed SED
on a global scale. The non-LTE flux as computed with DETAIL is
compared to the observed SED in Fig. 9. Good agreement is found
under the assumption of zero reddening, strengthening the conclu-
sions obtained on atmospheric parameters from the analysis of the
He I line wings and metal line ionization equilibria. The very weak
interstellar lines – equivalent widths of the Na D1 and D2 lines are
e.g. 104 and 57 mÅ, respectively – are indeed consistent with a
very low reddening. Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) give an E(B −
V) = 0.02 towards the direction of BD+10◦2179 obtained from a
recalibration of the Milky Way foreground measured by the Cosmic
Background Explorer (COBE), which sets an upper limit.
6 FU N DA M E N TA L PA R A M E T E R S A N D
K I N E M AT I C S
Currently, a meaningful parallax measurement, and therefore the
distance d of BD+10◦2179 is unavailable. As a consequence, we
cannot infer the fundamental parameters mass M, radius R and lumi-
nosity L directly on the basis of our atmospheric parameters alone.
Only the luminosity-to-mass ratio L/M and the angular diameter θ
can be determined. The latter is obtained from the scaling factor
required to normalize the theoretical fluxes obtained from a stellar
atmosphere calculation to those observed (Fig. 9). Our values for
log L/M and θ (see Table 4) are both somewhat smaller than those
derived by Heber (1983), a consequence of our higher log g and
Teff, respectively.
In a second step, one can constrain the mass by comparison with
predictions from stellar models. The observed surface abundances
indicate the presence of both CNO- and 3α-processed material.
Therefore, stellar models based on the accretion of an He white
dwarf by a CO white dwarf, such as those of Saio & Jeffery (2002),
Table 5. Kinematical data for BD+10◦2179.
Quantity Value Quantity Value
α (J2000)1 10:38:55.23523 X (kpc) −9.3
δ (J2000)1 +10:03:48.4975 Y (kpc) −1.2
d (kpc)2 2.6±0.3 Z (kpc) 2.1
vrad (km s−1)2 155±1 Vρ (km s−1) 124±10
μα (mas yr−1)1 −11.5 ±0.6 Vφ (km s−1) 122±7
μδ (mas yr−1)1 −3.9 ±0.6 W (km s−1) 49±9
Note. 1Gaia Attitude Star Catalog, Smart (2016); 2 this work.
might be considered. The next section discusses this more fully.
A comparison in the log Teff–log g diagram (see Fig. 6 of Saio
& Jeffery 2002) requires a small amount of extrapolation, as the
surface gravity is higher than that of the lowest mass model available
(the merger of a 0.5 M CO with a 0.1 M He white dwarf),
yielding ∼0.55 M. In order to account for possible systematics
because of model limitations for this complex evolutionary scenario,
we estimate the mass uncertainty to be 0.05 M. This together with
the atmospheric parameters constrains R and L, see Table 4.
Further constraints on the nature of BD+10◦2179 can come from
the analysis of its kinematics. The input data for the orbital calcu-
lations in the Galactic potential are summarized in the left columns
of Table 5: equatorial coordinates α, δ, d, radial velocity vrad, and
proper motions μα , μδ . The distance was computed following Ram-
speck, Heber & Edelmann (2001). We employed the approach of
Pauli et al. (2006). The code of Odenkirchen & Brosche (1992)
was used for the computation of the orbit and the kinematic pa-
rameters; it uses a Galactic potential by Allen & Santillan (1991)
as revised by Irrgang et al. (2013). The orbit was integrated from
the present to 3 Gyr into the past. The right columns of Table 5
summarize the output, Galactic coordinates X, Y, Z and the veloc-
ity components Vρ , Vφ , W. The kinematics of BD+10◦2179 are
visualized in Fig. 10, where the upper two panels show the orbit
projected on to the X–Y and the ρ = √X2 + Y 2–Z planes. The
lower two panels show the projection of the velocity components of
BD+10◦2179 in the Vφ–Vρ plane and in the e–JZ plane, where Vφ
is the velocity component in the direction of Galactic rotation, Vρ
is the component in Galactic radial direction.7 Jz is the component
of the angular momentum of the star’s Galactic orbit perpendicular
to the Galactic disc and e is the eccentricity of the Galactic orbit. In
both cases, a comparison with the kinematic properties of the white
dwarf sample of Pauli et al. (2006) is made in order to further con-
strain the population membership of BD+10◦2179. We conclude
that BD+10◦2179 is a member of the Galactic thick disc population,
which is also consistent with our inferred metallicity [Fe/H] ≈ −1
and α-enhancement.
7 D I SCUSSI ON
7.1 Reassessment of surface properties
Overall, the present reanalysis of BD+10◦2179 based on improved
spectra and models is consistent with the findings of previous
work (see Table 3), Only the present values for Teff and log g are
slightly higher than inferred earlier, as is the carbon abundance.
The evolutionary mass is slightly lower than indicated previously. A
7 vφ and Vρ are often referred to as V and U, but may be confused with the
cartesian velocities vx and vy (Johnson & Soderblom 1987, see also Randall
et al. 2015).
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Figure 10. Kinematics of BD+10◦2179 in comparison with the white dwarf sample of Pauli et al. (2006). Upper left panel: orbital motion of BD+10◦2179
in the Galactic plane. Upper right panel: meridional orbit. Integrations in time were done over the interval of 0 to −3 Gyr. Lower panels: Vφ–Vρ (left) and
e–Jz diagrams (right). The solid ellipses render the 3σ thin and thick disc contours in the Vφ–Vρ diagram, while the solid box in the e–Jz marks the thick disc
region as specified by Pauli et al. (2006).
significantly lower microturbulence value is found, a consequence
of the consistent non-LTE modelling where increasingly stronger
non-LTE effects in stronger lines remove the need for large micro-
turbulences found in LTE analyses (see Table 2).
In the cases where spectral features are included in our line-
formation calculations, a good simultaneous reproduction of the
observed spectrum is achieved (Figs 8 and A1–A4). This level of
agreement between model and observation is certainly the most sat-
isfactory outcome of this study. However, contrary to stars with nor-
mal chemical composition, it became apparent that many observed
spectral features are still unaccounted for by our model compu-
tations. The very high abundances of helium and carbon produce
a plethora of lines that are unobservable under any other circum-
stances. The particular case of helium is addressed in detail in the
appendix. The quantitative modelling of the complete He I spectrum
present in our observational data has to await an extension of the
neutral helium model atom to include all levels up to at least prin-
cipal quantum number n = 20 (and all transitions – radiative and
collisional – connecting them) and the provision of appropriate line-
broadening data. The atomic data required are largely unavailable
at present and their calculation will be a considerable challenge
to atomic physicists. Also, a level-dissolution formalism in anal-
ogy to that of Hubeny, Hummer & Lanz (1994) will need to be
implemented for an improved treatment of the He I line overlap
near the series limits.
Detailed studies of BD+10◦2179 covering over half a century
open up the possibility to look for secular changes in the spectrum
associated with its suspected rapid evolution. Indeed, comparing the
values of equivalent widths published by Heber (1983) and based
on a photographic spectrum taken in 1975, with data published by
Pandey et al. (2006), based on a CCD spectrum taken in 1998, one
may suspect atmospheric parameter changes. For example, equiva-
lent widths of the Si II λλ 3853 Å and 3862 Å and the Si III λλ 4567 Å
and 4574 Å lines differ by more than 50 per cent. However, such
pronounced changes are not supported by model calculations within
reasonable atmospheric parameter variations. Moreover, when we
measured equivalent widths from a 1985 Cassegrain ESO Echelle
Spectrograph spectrum (as discussed by Jeffery & Hamann 2010)
and in our 2006 FEROS spectrum, employing the same criteria for
continuum placement and integration limits, consistent values re-
sulted within the measurement uncertainties. We conclude that a
decisive answer cannot be given here and suggest that this issue
should be addressed based on a consistent reassessment of pub-
lished high-quality spectra (which are not all available here), plus
additional future observations to cover a timeline of a few decades
with CCD spectroscopy.
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Figure 11. The log Teff–log g diagram for extreme helium stars, includ-
ing the position of the Eddington limit (Thomson scattering: dashed),
luminosity-to-mass contours (solar units: dotted) and lower boundaries for
pulsation instability (metallicities Z = 0.004, 0.01, 0.03: dot–dashed) (Jef-
fery, Hill & Heber 1999). In the online version, variable EHes are shown
in purple (cool), blue (hot) and green (V652 Her like variables). Non-
variables are black. Apart from BD+10◦2179, sources for Teff, g are as in
Jeffery (2008b). Post-merger evolution tracks for models of CO+He white
dwarf mergers (Saio & Jeffery 2002, 0.6+0.1, 0.6+0.2 and 0.6+0.3 M)
and He+He white dwarf mergers (Zhang & Jeffery 2012, 0.30+0.25 and
0.30+0.30 M) are shown in dark grey.
7.2 Evolutionary inferences
The problem posed by BD+10◦2179 and other EHes is the ques-
tion of their evolutionary status and origin. Analyses by Hunger
& Klinglesmith (1969), Heber (1983) and Pandey et al. (2006);
Pandey & Lambert (2011) providing effective temperature, sur-
face gravity and surface abundances established that BD+10◦2179
is a hydrogen-deficient supergiant. Our current measurements
imply log L/M ≈ 3.6 (solar units). Evidence that there are no
pulsations (Hill, Lynas-Gray & Kilkenny 1984; Grauer, Drilling
& Scho¨nberner 1984) requires log L/M < 4 (solar units; Jeffery
& Saio 2016).
From its Galactic position, apparent magnitude, effective tem-
perature and observed L/M ratio, BD+10◦2179 must necessarily
be a low-mass star, and cannot therefore be in a long-lived core
or shell-burning phase of evolution. It must be either expanding
towards or contracting away from the giant branch, and its rate of
evolution must be governed primarily by the thermal time-scale of
the envelope, being that part of the star lying outside any degener-
ate or inactive core. Absence of evidence for a binary companion
(Jeffery et al. 1987) rules out models comprising a stripped helium
star following a mass-transfer episode.
The expansion of a helium star after shell helium ignition depends
on the nature of the progenitor and the mode of ignition. A core
helium-burning star will evolve to become a shell-helium burning
giant if sufficiently massive (Paczyn´ski 1971; Weiss 1987), but only
if the mass exceeds about 0.8 M. The track for a double white
dwarf merger (Webbink 1984) depends on the progenitor white
dwarfs and on the post-merger accretion rate. The evolution of a
star which has a helium-shell flash whilst contracting depends on
how late the flash occurs (Herwig et al. 1999). In either case, the
expansion may be rapid and not in hydrostatic equilibrium (cf.
V4334 Sgr: Jeffery & Pollacco 2002).
The contraction of a post-giant branch helium star (Paczyn´ski
1971; Scho¨nberner 1977; Weiss 1987; Saio 1988) has been studied
in the context of a post final helium-shell flash (Scho¨nberner 1979;
Iben et al. 1983; Herwig et al. 1999) and in the context of a post-
double white dwarf merger (Saio & Jeffery 2000, 2002; Zhang &
Jeffery 2012; Zhang et al. 2014). Once a helium-burning shell ceases
to be capable of supporting a giant envelope, a star contracts at
constant luminosity on a roughly thermal time-scale determined by
the mass (or total thermal energy) of the envelope and the luminosity.
In cases where the precursor has reached hydrostatic and nuclear
equilibrium (e.g. as an RCrB star), the luminosity should be linked
to the shell luminosity of the helium shell-burning giant as it leaves
the giant branch, and hence to the mass of the carbon–oxygen core
(cf. Jeffery 1988). In the case of post-merger models, the luminosity
is also governed by the mass of the surviving white dwarf core
(Zhang et al. 2014). The rate of evolution depends on the residual
envelope mass.
Comparing the observed surface gravity with post-giant branch
evolution tracks in order to estimate a mass (e.g. 0.6 M: Heber
1983, or 0.55 M above) depends on the model adopted. Additional
constraints on the evolution are provided by the surface composi-
tion, which also depends on history.
The flash-driven convection which accompanies a post-AGB late
thermal pulse mixes helium- and carbon-rich nuclear products part
of the way to the surface; opacity-driven convection may com-
plete the process when the star becomes a giant. In a very late
thermal pulse, the flash-driven convection provides prompt en-
richment of the entire envelope through to the surface. The ex-
tent to which surface layers are depleted in hydrogen depends on
the relative masses of the residual hydrogen envelope and the he-
lium intershell, and the lateness of the thermal pulse (Scho¨nberner
1977; Herwig et al. 1999), but appears to be inversely corre-
lated with carbon enrichment. Most FF models predict too much
carbon for the amount of hydrogen remaining on the surface of
BD+10◦2179.
The merger of a carbon–oxygen plus helium white dwarf
binary exhibits multiple nuclear episodes. Temperatures ex-
ceeding 108 K during merger produce carbon, oxygen (18O),
some neon, and p-capture products, amongst other nuclides
(Clayton et al. 2005). Helium-shell ignition produces addi-
tional carbon and strong flash-driven convection, enabling fresh
carbon to reach the surface when the star becomes a giant
(Zhang et al. 2014). At the same time, any hydrogen remain-
ing from the pre-merger white dwarfs is diluted throughout the
helium-rich envelope.
Jeffery et al. (2011) argued that a double white dwarf merger
could account for much of the surface chemistry of EHes, includ-
ing BD+10◦2179. Assuming an initial composition scaled to the
current iron abundance, the transformation of initial carbon, nitro-
gen and oxygen, to nitrogen, via CNO burning, and then of helium
to carbon and oxygen (16O) and of nitrogen to oxygen (18O) and
neon (22Ne) can account for present day observations. There is too
little carbon (or not enough hydrogen) for the late thermal pulse
model. Meanwhile, models for carbon–oxygen plus helium white
dwarf mergers remain hard to build (Hall & Jeffery 2016; Zhang
et al. 2017).
At 0.55 ± 0.05 M, the mass inferred for BD+10◦2179 from
the Saio & Jeffery (2002) tracks is at the lower limit for a CO+He
WD merger. Until recently, the presence of carbon in the photo-
spheres of EHes argued against an origin in the merger of two
helium white dwarfs. However, Zhang & Jeffery (2012) demon-
strated that, at the upper limit of the mass range for He+He white
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dwarf mergers, carbon produced during the hot phase of the merger
could be mixed to the surface in sufficient quantity to explain the
carbon-rich surface compositions of the pulsating low-mass EHe
star BX Cir and some helium-rich sdO stars. Indeed, the revised
L/M ratio for BD+10◦2179 and that measured for BX Cir are re-
markably similar (Drilling, Jeffery & Heber 1998; Woolf & Jeffery
2000, 2002). So we must now also consider the more likely pos-
sibility that BD+10◦2179 was produced in a double helium white
dwarf merger.
8 C O N C L U S I O N
We have carried out a detailed fine analysis of high-quality optical
spectra of the prototype extreme helium star BD+10◦2179. For the
model atmospheres we have used the LTE OS code ATLAS12, which
we have benchmarked against the equivalent code STERNE3, finding
good agreement between them. We have treated the line spectrum
using a detailed non-LTE approach, which has resulted in greater
internal consistency between results from different spectral lines,
and a reduction in the required microturbulent velocity. The result-
ing global parameters (Teff, g) are slightly modified over previous
analyses; the star appears to be hotter and smaller. Chemically, only
small differences in the abundances of most elements are found
compared with previous analyses, all of which can be attributed to
the small change in Teff and improved microphysics. The exception
is carbon which appears to be about 0.3 dex richer than previously
inferred.
The low metallicity and Galactic position remain consistent
with the membership of an old stellar population. The origin of
BD+10◦2179 is more difficult to establish; models favour an origin
in a double white dwarf merger, but whether this is an He+He or a
CO+He merger is not clear, as the models remain far from mature.
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